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Abstract: Perceived safety is recognized throughout the mode choice literature as a key barrier to
cycling, yet its constructs are poorly understood. Although commonly understood to relate to crash
and injury risk and sometimes vulnerability to crime, health impact assessments identify numerous
other pathways through which cycling can negatively impact health. This study leverages a nationally
representative survey of U.S. adults in 2022 to assess a set of eleven factors as potential components
of perceived cycling safety. We use principal component analysis to identify components of perceived
cycling safety and then employ principal component regression to assess these components in
relation to predicting unsafe cycling perception. We identify five key dimensions of perceived
safety. Specifically, we found that perceived bicycling safety can be encompassed in the following
components: (1) contaminant exposure, (2) injurious collision risk, (3) street conditions, (4) weather
conditions, and (5) crime risk. In evaluating each identified component, we found that injurious
collision risk and street conditions were the most predictive of considering cycling as unsafe. We
further develop an understanding of how differences in cycling behavior, such as using cycling for
commuting purposes, may contribute to differences in how cycling safety components coalesce into
perceived safety.

Keywords: perceived safety; principal component analysis; cycling; public health; policy

1. Introduction

Cycling is a mode of active transportation with significant public health implications,
both positive and negative [1]. During periods of heightened infectious disease risk, such
as during the COVID-19 pandemic, cycling offers a way to travel without requiring people
to be in close physical spaces for extended periods of time, such as on public transport [2,3].
A shift to active transportation can improve individual health through increased physical
activity; it can also on aggregate improve air quality and reduce emissions contributing to
climate change [4]. Cycling, however, also presents safety and other health concerns. For
example, people who use bicycles for transportation are known to increase their exposure
to harmful pollutants such as ozone and particulate matter [5]. Deaths and injuries from
cycling also occur and have increased in the U.S. in recent years. U.S. cyclist fatalities
increased by 16 percent from 846 deaths in 2019 to an estimated 985 deaths in 2021 [6,7].

Perceived safety is consistently recognized as a key determinant for cycling. Specif-
ically, the literature identifies perceived safety as a key barrier regardless of the travel
purpose, [8] perceived benefits of cycling [9], or individual characteristics such as sex [10].
Despite its general importance, there are notable differences in how groups perceive bicycle
safety, which can impact who chooses to cycle. For example, one study reported that safety
due to traffic was the most significant barrier to cycling for 77 percent of non-riding women,
compared to only 54 percent of non-riding men [11]. Such findings point to the importance
of developing a better understanding of perceived cycling safety to inform policies and
programs designed to promote cycling.

Measuring perceived safety with respect to cycling is challenging given its multiple
dimensions. Although there are many risks from cycling, how (and whether) such risks
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factor into individuals’ perceived cycling safety is poorly understood. In some studies,
perceived safety has been defined as the risk of being involved or injured in a crash [12–14],
while other studies measure the risk of being a victim of crime while cycling [15–17].
Moreover, many studies do not define perceived safety, leaving its definition open to
interpretation [18,19]. For example, one study comparing objective injury risk with cyclists’
self-assessments of safety acknowledged that some of the divergence between the two
measures could be due to other safety-related factors influencing individuals’ responses [20].
Health impact assessments and related research have characterized the pathways through
which transportation impacts health—ranging from air pollution to ultraviolet radiation
exposure [21–24]. No study to date has considered whether—if at all—the full range of
potential health effects factor into the public’s perception of cycling safety.

The research that follows aims to develop an improved understanding of the factors
underlying individuals’ perceived safety of cycling using data from a national online survey.
It identifies key components of perceived safety from a comprehensive set of health impacts
of cycling using principle component analysis. It then evaluates the explanatory power of
each identified component for whether an individual considers cycling an unsafe activity
using logistic regression models. This research fills an important gap in the knowledge by
assessing an expanded set of health effects for their potential to influence bicycle safety
perceptions using a nationally representative sample of U.S. adults.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Sample

The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health Institutional Review Board
approved the protocol and deemed this study to be exempt from a human subject review on
20 December 2021, as the research team was receiving de-identified data (IRB 15673). Study
participants were U.S. adults (aged 18 years and older) recruited from the AmeriSpeak
Panel, a probability-based sample managed by NORC at the University of Chicago. In-
formed consent was obtained from all participants. The survey was fielded between 4 May
and 10 June 2022, in English and Spanish. Survey invitations were emailed to an initial
sample of 21,315 adults from across the U.S. This was followed up with four reminder
emails. The final sample was 6735 individuals aged 18 and older.

2.2. Measures

Several aspects of perceived safety were assessed. First, an overall assessment of
cycling safety was obtained by asking respondents to rate their perceived safety for cycling
using a five-point scale ranging from very safe to very unsafe. Cycling safety was purpose-
fully left undefined for survey respondents in order to assess the contribution of a set of
factors on how respondents conceptualized perceived safety. Later in the survey, respon-
dents were asked to rate the importance of this set of factors to their overall sense of cycling
safety using a five-point scale ranging from very important to very unimportant. These
factors were obtained from a review of health impact assessments and related research,
which characterized the potential health effects of cycling [21–24]; these factors are listed
and defined in Table 1.

Additional measures were included as covariates and to measure bicycling behavior.
Covariates were sex (measured as male or female), age, and a binary variable to indicate
whether the respondent resided in a metropolitan area (as defined by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget). Bicycling behavior was included as an explanatory variable
for perceived safety. Bicycling behavior was ascertained through two survey questions.
The first question asked respondents to describe their bicycling behavior; respondents who
indicated bicycling at least a few times each year were classified as cyclists with all others
classified as non-cyclists. For respondents classified as cyclists, they were further asked
what they use a bicycle for and were given four response options (recreational purposes, to
get from place to place, to access public transport, and to commute).
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Table 1. Definition of factors related to perceived safety.

Factor Definition

1. Crash risk Risk of being involved in a crash
2. Injury risk Risk of being seriously injured in a crash
3. Crime Vulnerability to being mugged or assaulted
4. Air pollution Exposure to air pollution (such as from vehicle exhausts)
5. Noise pollution Exposure to noise pollution (such as traffic noise)
6. Temperature Exposure to extreme temperature (including hot or cold conditions)
7. Infection Exposure to infectious illness

8. UV Exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UV) from the sun (e.g., resulting
in sunburns)

9. Precipitation Exposure to precipitation (including rainy or snowy conditions)
10. Poor surfaces Unsafe road surfaces (such as glass or debris or potholes on route)
11. Poor lighting Lack of lighting along route after dark

From these survey responses on cycling purpose, respondents were grouped into
the following four categories: (1) non-cyclists (those who do not currently cycle at least
a few times each year), (2) recreational (those who identified cycling for recreation),
(3) commuters (those who identified cycling to get to work or school), and (4) functional
(those who identified cycling to access public transport or other places of interest, such
as a grocery store). Although those who cycle to commute may be considered a type of
functional cyclist, since they are using cycling as a means of transportation, we isolated
these respondents into a separate category given prior research on the uniqueness of bike
commuters [25,26]. Previous studies have identified similar groupings of cyclists, such as
Fraboni et al. (2021) who identified three categories including those who cycle exclusively
for leisure/training (termed “Leisure-time Cyclists”), those who prefer cycling to driving
and cycle for many purposes (termed “Resolute Cyclists”), and those who cycle for per-
sonal business or leisure but not for commuting (termed “Convenience Cyclists”) [27]. The
groupings we selected closely align with these cycling categories but with slight defini-
tional differences, given the survey items from which our categories were derived. Table 2
includes detail on the relevant survey items used to categorize cyclists and their corre-
sponding percentage of the total sample. All cyclists in the survey identified as cycling for
at least one of the four purposes (recreational; functional—two types; or commuter). Since
the analysis considers only one comparison within a given model (e.g., those who cycle
for recreation as compared to those who cycle for other purposes), the categories were not
made to be mutually exclusive.

Table 2. Cyclist categories and corresponding weighted percentages of respondents.

Survey Response Option Category Percent of Respondents

For recreational purposes (for example,
exercising) Recreational 32.7 percent

To get from place to place (for example,
the grocery store)

Functional 7.6 percent
To access public transport (for example,
to reach a bus stop)

To commute to work or school Commuter 3.0 percent
Note: Respondents may fall into multiple categories; the table does not include respondents who do not use a
bicycle on at least an occasional basis (i.e., a few times each year)—64.3% of respondents classified as non-cyclists
and are not included in the table.

3. Analysis

The data analysis was conducted in three stages. In the first stage, descriptive statistics
were estimated from the survey to provide an introductory understanding of perceived
safety in relation to bicycling behavior and perceived safety factors. Chi-square tests were
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used to determine the significance of perceived safety differences between cyclists and
non-cyclists. The weighted mean and standard error were estimated for each perceived
safety factor.

Principal components analysis (PCA) was used as a dimension reduction technique
to identify a smaller subset of representative variables accounting for a large share of the
variation in the original set. More specifically, this technique identifies a sequence of linear
combinations in the data that have maximal variance and are mutually uncorrelated [28].
The PCA provided information on how the eleven factors outlined in Table 1 could be
effectively summarized using a reduced set of dimensions. The number of components was
selected based on a review of a scree plot, where a point is identified in the plot at which the
proportion of variance explained by a subsequent component becomes marginal [28]. Factor
loadings greater or equal to |0.6| were used as cut-off values to define components [29].
The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy justified the use of PCA
for the current sample, with a value of 0.87 [30]. Bartlett’s sphericity test further confirmed
the data’s suitability for PCA (X2 = 35074.38, p < 0.001) [31].

In the last analysis stage, principal component regression (PCR) examined the associa-
tion between each dimension and the outcome of interest (in this case, whether respondents
rate cycling as unsafe). Specifically, odds ratios from the PCR were used to examine the
directionality and relative magnitude of each component on the outcome. These analyses
incorporated interactions for cycling purposes to assess differences in bicycle safety percep-
tions by cycling purposes (recreation, to commute to work/school, etc.). In addition, the
average predicted probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe was calculated for a quantile
shift in each component. For all analyses, R version 4.0.3 [32] as well as the “radiant” [33],
“sjPlot” [34], and “ggplot2” [35] packages were used.

3.1. Results: Descriptive Statistics
Sample

The sample included 6735 adults and was weighted to reflect the U.S. adult population,
according to the March 2022 U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey. Survey
weighting accounted for survey nonresponse through a weighting class method, where
the weighting classes are defined by age, race/ethnicity, sex, and education; a raking ratio
adjustment is further applied to the nonresponse adjusted base weights to align the sample
with known population benchmarks. Table 3 presents the study sample statistics weighted
to reflect the U.S. adult population.

Overall, over half of the sample responded that they consider cycling to be moderately
safe or neither safe nor unsafe (i.e., neutral). Among both cyclists and non-cyclists, the
moderately safe category captured the largest portion of respondents (39.9 and 34.2 percent,
respectively). This is a surprising finding, with past research finding high rates of an unsafe
cycling perception and identifying cycling as being considered less safe than driving,
which was a significant barrier to greater cycling uptake [36–38]. Among those in our
sample, cyclists are more likely to consider cycling as safe than those who do not cycle
(p-value < 0.01), while non-cyclists are more likely to consider cycling as very unsafe
(p-value = 0.002) or be neutral (p-value = 0.04) on this question. Chi-square tests indicate
significant safety rating differences between cyclists and non-cyclists for all comparisons
except the moderately unsafe rating (p-value < 0.05).

Table 4 presents the weighted mean corresponding to each perceived safety factor
measured in the survey. Each factor was measured using a five-point scale with 1 indicating
the factor was very unimportant to the respondent’s overall sense of safety while bicycling,
5.0 indicating the factor was very important, and 3.0 indicating neutrality. The mean value
for all respondents ranged from 1.5 for infection risk to 3.0 for injury risk. Each factor
ranged from 1 to 5.
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Table 3. Weighted sample statistics.

Sample Characteristic Total Sample (N = 6735)

Sex
Male 3265 (48.5%)
Female 3470 (51.5%)

Race
White, non-Hispanic 4186 (62.2%)
Black, non-Hispanic 809 (12.0%)
Asian, non-Hispanic 313 (4.6%)
Hispanic 1152 (17.1%)
Other 274 (4.0%)

Urbanicity
Urban 1779 (26.4%)
Suburban 3195 (47.4%)
Rural 1729 (25.7%)

Household Income
Less than $30,000 1799 (26.7%)
$30,000 to $59,999 1728 (25.7%)
$60,000 to $99,999 1559 (23.1%)
$100,000 or more 1649 (24.5%)

Age Group
18–29 1315 (19.5%)
30–44 1765 (26.2%)
45–59 1606 (23.9)
≥60 2048 (30.4%)

Cycling Status
Cyclist 2403 (35.7%)
Non-cyclist 4332 (64.3%)

Table 4. Factors related to perceived safety, weighted mean, and standard error.

Factor Mean
[Standard Error]

1. Crash risk 2.9 [0.20]

2. Injury risk 3.0 [0.22]

3. Crime 2.2 [0.20]

4. Air pollution 1.9 [0.20]

5. Noise pollution 1.8 [0.20]

6. Temperature 2.7 [0.16]

7. Infection 1.5 [0.19]

8. UV 2.3 [0.19]

9. Precipitation 2.5 [0.19]

10. Poor surfaces 2.7 [0.20]

11. Poor lighting 2.6 [0.21]

3.2. Results: Principal Component Analysis

The PCA identified five components from the eleven perceived cycling safety factors
considered. After five components, the decreases in the mean square error of prediction
and increases in the explained variance were negligible (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Scree plot showing the variance explained by each component.

The loadings for each of the five components are presented in Table 4. Collectively,
these components account for 80 percent of the variation among responses for the eleven
safety factors. Each component had a standard deviation of 1. The five components can
accurately predict unsafe cycling ratings 74 percent of the time based on a cross-validated
mean test classification error rate. From the principal component loadings presented in
Table 5, we can characterize the five components of safety-related factors in the following
manner:

• Component 1—contaminant exposure—exposure to air pollution, noise pollution,
infection risk, and UV radiation are significant factors.

• Component 2—injurious collision risk—crash and injury risk are significant factors.
• Component 3—street conditions—poor road surfaces and poor lighting factor most

highly.
• Component 4—weather conditions—temperature and precipitation are the predomi-

nant factors.
• Component 5—crime risk—crime risk is the predominant factor for the last component.
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Table 5. Principal component loadings.

Factors
Components

1 2 3 4 5

Noise pollution 0.86 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.05
Air pollution 0.80 0.23 0.16 0.03 0.15
Infection 0.70 −0.04 0.11 0.18 0.44
UV 0.63 0.15 0.06 0.52 0.10
Crash risk 0.12 0.90 0.22 0.12 0.13
Injury risk 0.11 0.89 0.25 0.13 0.12
Poor surfaces 0.22 0.30 0.80 0.09 0.02
Poor lighting 0.11 0.23 0.79 0.17 0.20
Temperature 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.83 0.11
Precipitation 0.07 0.06 0.59 0.60 0.07
Crime 0.33 0.27 0.18 0.13 0.84
% of variance 44.8 14.8 9.4 6.1 5.0

Note: Factor loadings ≥ |0.6| are indicated with a bold typeface.

3.3. Results: Principal Component Regression

Table 6 presents logistic regression models for the five principal components identified
through the PCA described in the previous section. The model coefficients adjust for
individual-level factors recognized as being associated with perceived safety; these factors
include whether an individual cycles, their age, sex, and location (whether a respondent
lives in a metropolitan area). Four models were used to identify the association between
the aforementioned predictors and a respondents’ perception that cycling is unsafe. The
first model uses the predictors as regular regression coefficients, while the remaining
models incorporate interaction terms for each of the principal components—one interacting
non-cycling status with each component and two interacting cycling purposes with each
component (one focused on recreational cycling and another on bike commuting).

The first model identifies two components as significant predictors of unsafe cycling
perception. This suggests that individuals who are concerned with cycling risk (namely,
crash and injury risk) have increased odds of considering cycling as unsafe compared
with those attributing less importance to cycling risk. Second, those concerned with
street conditions (e.g., pavement quality) have increased odds of considering cycling as
unsafe, but the association is not as strong as for the injurious collision component. In
addition to the safety components, we find that an individual’s sex, whether they reside in
a metropolitan area, and whether they cycle are significant factors for predicting perceived
cycling safety.

The second model incorporates an interaction term, which enables us to compare
non-cyclists in relation to cyclists across the five safety components. In this model reflecting
the effects among non-cyclists, the same components as the prior model are significant,
as well as the component representing weather exposure; the weather component is also
the only interaction term significant for predicting unsafe cycling perception. The weather
interaction term suggests that compared to cyclists, non-cyclists perceive safety in a way
that aligns more closely with their concerns about weather conditions. Figure 2 presents
the average prediction of unsafe cycling perceptions. As the importance of weather con-
ditions increases, the predicted probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe increases for
non-cyclists. In contrast, as the importance of weather conditions increases, cyclists have a
lower predicted probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe. More generally, the weather
interaction term suggests that non-cyclists are more intimidated by adverse weather condi-
tions than cyclists.
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Table 6. Logistic regression models—unsafe cycling perception.

Variable Model 1 (Base)
Model 2
(Non-Cyclist
Interactions)

Model 3
(Cycling Purpose
Interactions—
Recreational)

Model 4
(Cycling Purpose
Interactions—
Commuting)

Contaminant component 1.03 1.01 1.03 1.00

Injurious collision component 2.38 *** 2.47 *** 1.92 *** 2.54 ***

Street conditions component 1.31 *** 1.37 *** 1.13 1.39 ***

Weather component 0.98 0.91 * 0.85 0.92

Crime
component 0.94 0.96 0.92 0.98

Sex 1.22 *** 1.22 ** 1.24 * 1.23

Age 1.00 1.00 1.01 * 1.01 *

Metro area 1.36 *** 1.36 *** 1.77 *** 1.76 ***

Non-cyclist 1.31 *** 1.35 *** -- --

Cyclist purpose
[recreation/commute] -- -- 0.80 1.20

Contaminant interaction -- 1.03 0.96 0.98

Injurious collision interaction -- 0.95 1.42 * 0.73

Street conditions interaction -- 0.93 1.30 * 0.79

Weather interaction -- 1.14 * 1.11 0.92

Crime
interaction -- 0.97 1.08 0.91

Significance indicators: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05. Note: odds ratios are presented in the table. Models 1 and 2
used the full sample (6735 participants). Models 3 and 4 were limited to cyclists (2403 participants). In Model
3, 2204 participants identified as cycling for recreational purposes. In Model 4, 203 participants identified as
cycling to commute to work or school. The interaction terms in Models 3 and 4 compared recreational and bike
commuters to all other cyclists, respectively.

The third model incorporates a comparison between those who cycle for recreational
purposes (e.g., exercising) and those who cycle for functional purposes (e.g., to access
public transport). For the purposes of this comparison, the model is limited to cyclists (i.e.,
those who reported bicycling at least on an occasional basis). The Model 3 interaction terms
presented in Table 5 display differences for recreational cyclists in relation to functional
cyclists. In this model, the only statistically significant safety component is the injurious
collision risk component, suggesting that respondents ascribing greater importance to
cycling risk have increased odds of considering cycling unsafe. In terms of the interactions,
both the injurious collision risk and the street conditions interaction terms were statistically
significant. These findings indicate that those who cycle recreationally have an increased
odds compared to functional cyclists to consider cycling unsafe as they place a greater
importance on cycling risks and street conditions. As shown in Figure 3, for those consider-
ing collision risk as unimportant, few consider cycling as unsafe, and recreational cyclists
are less likely than other cyclists to consider cycling as unsafe. In contrast to Figure 2,
in Figure 3, the two comparison groups exhibit the same general trend with all cyclists
having a greater probability of considering cycling as unsafe as the collision component
increases in importance. However, as the collision component becomes more important,
recreational cyclists have a greater probability of considering cycling as unsafe compared
to other cyclists.
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The final model incorporates a comparison between those who cycle for commuting
purposes and those who cycle but not to commute to work or school. As with the previous
models, this analysis includes a subset of the survey respondents who identified cycling
at least on an occasional basis. Since model two provided a comparison between cyclists
and non-cyclists, models three and four are included to isolate differences between cyclists.
For this model comparing bike commuters to other cyclists, the base variable findings are
largely the same, with injurious collision risk and street conditions being the key safety
components determining unsafe perceptions of cycling. In contrast to the previous two
models, there were no statistically significant interaction terms; this could be due, in part, to
a smaller sample size of bike commuters in contrast to other cyclist categories. Despite this
limitation, the directionality of the estimated odds ratios for each interaction term provides
unique insight into this small faction of cyclists. All five interaction terms were negative,
suggesting that bike commuters place less importance on each safety component compared
to other cyclists, with the possible exception of the contaminant component, which showed
a nearly null effect.
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Table 7 presents the change in average predicted probability of unsafe bicycling
perception as respondents’ shift from a moderate concern to a moderate unconcern for
each safety component. The component with the greatest change in average predicted
probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe was injurious collision with the contaminant
component having the smallest average predicted effect. Specifically, respondents changing
from moderate concern for injurious collision to moderate unconcern had a 21.6 percent
reduced average predicted probability of perceiving cycling to be an unsafe activity. The
components representing injurious collision, street conditions, and contaminants were
found to lower the probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe moving from a moderate
concern to a moderate unconcern. The components representing weather and crime worked
in the opposite direction; as these components shifted to becoming less of a concern, the
probability of perceiving cycling as unsafe increased, although the percent difference
was small.
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Table 7. Average predicted probability difference for moderate concern and moderate unconcern, by
safety component.

Component
Average Probability—Moderate
Concern
[95% Confidence Interval]

Average Probability—Moderate
Unconcern
[95% Confidence Interval]

Percent Difference

Contaminant component 0.2701
[0.2666–0.2737]

0.2661
[0.2626–0.2697] 0.4

Injurious collision component 0.3702
[0.3682–0.3721]

0.1538
[0.1528–0.1549] 21.6

Street conditions component 0.2995
[0.2958–0.3032]

0.2352
[0.232–0.2383] 6.4

Weather component 0.2657
[0.2622–0.2692]

0.2706
[0.267–0.2741] 0.5

Crime component 0.2614
[0.2579–0.2648]

0.2757
[0.2722–0.2793] 1.4

Note: Average differences in predicted probabilities of unsafe bicycling perceptions between moderate concern
and moderate unconcern, defined as the third and first quartile of the concern component.

4. Discussion

This research aimed to identify underlying components of perceived safety and assess
them in relation to whether an individual considers cycling as unsafe. This research iden-
tified five key dimensions of perceived safety: contaminant exposure, injurious collision
risk, street conditions, weather conditions, and crime risk. Of these classifications, factors
falling within the injurious collision risk and street conditions factors contain the items
most predictive of whether someone considers cycling as unsafe. Additionally, whether
someone cycles and for what purpose are key attributes contributing to differences in how
cycling safety components coalesce into perceived safety.

There are policy implications from this work. One insight is that there are a significant
portion of Americans who are neutral on the question of cycling safety. To the extent that
perceived safety influences one’s decision to cycle, there is a significant portion who may
be persuaded to consider cycling as safe. Only a minor portion of respondents had strong
negative views on cycling safety [7% considered cycling as very unsafe]. Furthermore,
one key factor important to cycling safety for non-cyclists and all types of cyclists was
the street conditions. Implementing local policies such as Complete Street Ordinances,
which improve the quality of street and bike lane surfaces could impact perceived safety
and thereby increase the likelihood of a shift towards cycling, even for those who feel less
strongly or neutral regarding perceived safety. For example, establishing a Department of
Public Works policy to maintain bike lanes and routinely clean away debris in bike lanes
could be one strategy to improve street conditions for cyclists.

Several factors for which evidence of adverse health effects is accumulating did not
appear to significantly influence perceived cycling safety in our sample. Most notably, con-
taminant exposure—including air pollution—was not a significant predictor of perceiving
cycling as unsafe despite the negative health effects of air pollution becoming increasingly
understood [39] and with climate change expected to worsen air quality over time [40].
At the same time, contaminant exposure factors were identified as a distinct component
of perceived safety and accounted for the largest share of variation in perceived safety
responses. Our findings suggest that education may be needed to both inform cyclists
of the pollution risks associated with cycling, and to develop strategies to reduce their
pollution exposure such as by cycling on less congested streets.

Lastly, our findings specific to bike commuters suggest that those choosing to use
cycling as a means to travel to work and school are a unique subset of cyclists. These cyclists
appear generally less concerned with the various components of safety in comparison to
other cyclists and non-cyclists. This finding suggests that greater experience with cycling
leads to reduced safety concerns given the increased frequency with which bike commuters
cycle through mechanisms such as increased self-efficacy (i.e., confidence in one’s cycling
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ability) or decreased perceived susceptibility to adverse outcomes. Alternatively, it could
suggest that those opting to bike commute are less risk adverse compared to others, which
impacts their safety perceptions surrounding cycling. Further, perceived safety may be less
influential as a behavioral determinant when there is no viable alternative, for instance,
if cyclists do not have access to a vehicle or live in a community with reliable public
transportation. Past work has found that lower perceived neighborhood safety was not
a barrier for children walking to school when no accessible alternative existed [41]. More
research is needed to develop a better understanding of bike commuters, which may require
purposeful sampling techniques to over-sample this small subset of the broader cyclist
population. Further research could also employ qualitative techniques such as the use of
focus groups to explain our findings.

Our PCR approach segmented survey respondents based on one variable—the pur-
poses for which respondents identified cycling. Alternative cyclist typologies exist in the
literature such as the typology developed by Roger Geller (2006), which incorporates vari-
ables such as comfort level for bicycling on different types of facilities [42,43]. It is possible
that our findings may have differed if we had used alternative typologies; however, the
segmentation we selected employs a straightforward approach that closely aligns with
more recent typologies from the literature on this topic [25,27].

Lastly, the focus of this paper is on understanding components of perceived
safety—one factor influencing an individual’s decision of whether to bicycle [44]. Pol-
icymakers seeking to encourage cycling should consider mode choice decisions compre-
hensively. Such factors have the potential to have an antagonistic or synergistic effect; for
example, policy changes that improve perceived safety may worsen the convenience of
cycling or could improve its convenience relative to other transportation modes. Strategies
to influence cycling should consider the potential impact on other mode choice factors in
addition to their effect on perceived safety.

5. Conclusions

As transportation and health officials are considering ways to encourage cycling,
our research offers insight from the perspective of perceived safety and contributes to
the literature in several ways. First, it identified five key dimensions of perceived safety.
Second, it found that two dimensions of perceived safety were significantly associated
with whether the respondents considered cycling to be unsafe. By identifying factors
that significantly contribute to perceiving cycling as an unsafe activity, our research has
identified potential avenues through which the policymakers can reduce safety concerns.
Concerns related to crashes and injuries while cycling are an important component of
perceived safety. Strategies consistent with a Safe System approach, including investing in
cycling infrastructure (particularly those separating cyclists from motorized traffic), speed
reductions, or filtering traffic such as with the creation of bicycle boulevards, could also
benefit perceived safety [45–47]. In addition, street conditions were identified as a key
component of perceived safety and one that was strongly associated with unsafe cycling
perceptions. Routine cleaning of the cycling infrastructure to reduce debris on roadways or
filling potholes could represent key strategies for improving street conditions for cyclists.
Concerns such as crime and air pollution were relatively less predictive of rating cycling as
unsafe, suggesting that they play a lesser role in an individual’s decision to cycle.
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